• USING THE SUMMARY

Summary, Paraphrase,
and Quotation
• WHAT IS A SUMMARY?
The best way to demonstrate that you understand the information and the
ideas in any piece of writing is to compose an accurate and clearly written
summary of that piece. By a summary we mean a brief restatement, in your
own words, of the content of a passage (a group of paragraphs, a chapter, an
article, a book). This restatement should focus on the central idea of the pas
sage. The briefest of summaries (one or two sentences) will do no more than
this. A longer, more complete summary will indicate, in condensed form, the
main points in the passage that support or explain the central idea. It will
reflect the order in which these points are presented and the emphasis given
to them. It may even include some important examples from the passage.
But it will not include minor details. It will not repeat pOints simply for the
purpose of emphasis. And it will not contain any of your own opinions or
conclusions. A good summary, therefore, has three central qualities: brevity,
completeness, and objectivity.

• CAN A SUMMARY BE OBJECTIVE?
Objectivity could be difficult to achieve in a summary. By definition, writ
ing a summary requires you to select some aspects of the original and leave
out others. Since deciding what to select and what to leave out calls for your
personal judgment, your summary really is a work of interpretation. And,
certainly, your interpretation of a passage may differ from another person's.
One factor affecting the nature and quality of your interpretation is your
prior know/edge of the subject. For example, if you're attempting to summarize
an anthropological article and you're a novice in that field, then your sum
mary of the article will likely differ from that of your professor, who has spent
twenty years studying this particular area and whose judgment about what is
more or less significant is undoubtedly more reliable than your own. By the
same token, your personal or professional frame of reference may also affect
your interpretation. A union representative and a management representative
attempting to summarize the latest management offer would probably come
up with two very different accounts. Still, we believe that in most cases it's
possible to produce a reasonably objective summary of a passage if you make
a conscious, good-faith effort to be unbiased and to prevent your own feelings
on the subject from coloring your account of the author's text.
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In some quarters, the summary has a bad reputation-and with reason. Sum

maries are often provided by.writers as substitutes for analyses. As students,
many of us have st1;mIDarized books that we were supposed to review critically.
All the same, the summary does have a place in respectable college work.
First, writing a summary is an excellent way to understand what you read.
This in itself is an important goal of academic study. If you don't understand
your source material, chances are you won't be able to refer to it usefully in a
paper. Summaries help you understand what you read because they force you
to put the text into your own words. Practice with writing summaries also
develops your general writing habits, because a good summary, like any other
piece of goq~-:Wfiting,isclear, coherent, and accurate.

Here ~ejust a few of the

typ~s

of writing that involve summary:

ACADEMIC WRITING

• Critique papers summarize material in order to critique it. .
• Synthesis papers summarize to ?how relationships between sources.
• Analysis papers summarize theoretical perspectives before applying
them.
.
• R~search papers: note-taking and reporting research require summary.
• Literature reviews: overviews of work are presenteu in brief
. summaries.
• Argument papers sumIl1arize eviden~eandppposing arguments.
. ' Essay exams demonstrate understanding of\:ourse materials
through summary.
.
WORKPLACE WRITING

• PoIicybriefs con'dense complex public policy.
• Business plans sUlnmarize costs, relevant environmental impacts,
~d other important matters . .
• Memos, letters, and reports summarize procedures, meetings,
product assessments, expenditures, and more.
• Medical charts record patient data in su~marized form.
• Legal \7riefs summarize relevant facts and arguments of cases.
Second, summaries are useful to your readers. Let's say you're writ
ing a paper about the McCarthy era in the United States, and in part of

that paper you want to discuss Arthur Miller 's The Crucible as a dramatic
treatment of the subject. A summary of the plot would be helpful to a
reader who hasn't seen or read-or who doesn't remember-the play. Or
perhaps you're writing a paper about the politics of recent American mili
tary interventions. If your reader isn't likely to be familiar with American
actions in Kosovo and Afghanistan, it would be a good idea to summarize
these events at some early point in the paper, In many cases (an exam,
for instance), you can use a summary to demonstrate your knowledge of
what your professor already knows; when writing a paper, you can use
a summary to inform your professor about some relatively unfamiliar
source.
Third, summaries are required frequently in college-level writing. For
example, on a psychology midterm, you may be asked to explain Carl
Jung's theory of the collective unconscious and to show how it differs
from Sigmund Freud's theory of the personal unconscious. You may have
read about Jung's theory in your textbook or in a supplementary article,
or your instructor may have outlined it in her lecture. You can best dem
onstrate your understand ing of it by summarizing it. Then you'll pro
ceed to contrast it with Freud's theory-which, of course, you must also
summarize.

• THE READING PROCESS
It may seem to you that being able to tell (or retell) in summary form
exactly what a passage says is a skill that ought to be taken for granted in
anyone who can read at high school level. Unfortunately, this is not so: For
all kinds of reasons, people don't always read carefully. In fact, it's prob
ably safe to say that usually they don't. Either they read so inattentively
that they skip over words, phrases, or even whole sentences, or, if they
do see the words in front of them, they see them without registering their
significance.
When a reader fails to pick up the meaning and implications of a
sentence or two, usually there's no real harm done. (An exception: You
could lose credit on an exam or paper because you failed to read or to
realize the significance of a crucial direction by your instructor.) But
over longer stretches-the paragraph, the section, the article, or the
chapter-inattentive or haphazard reading interferes with your goals as
a reader: to perceive the shape of the argument, to grasp the central idea,
to determine the main points that compose it, to relate the parts of the
whole, and to note key examples. This kind of reading takes a lot more
energy and determination than casual reading. But in the long run it's
an energy-saving method because it enables you to retain the content of
the material and to draw upon that content in your own responses. In
other words, it allows you to develop an accurate and coherent written
discussion that goes beyond summary.

• Examine the context..Note the credentials, .occupation, and
publicatiol\s'o( the al..lthor. Identify the source in which the piece
originally appeared. This information helps il~unUn~te the author's
perspective on the -t opis: he or she is addressing.
• Note ,t he title and su_btitle. Sdme, titles are straightforward; the
meanings of others oecome clearer~as you read. In eithercase,titles
typically identitY the topiC being addr.e ssed and often reveal the
author's
atp.t!J.de to\vard that topit~' " ,,:
~
'.
.~

• Ide1J~the main point. Whether a pieCe 'Of writing contains a
thesiS"..sta~eweI).t..in~e first few paragraphS,or builds its~ main
po~twithout, stating it up front; look at theeiltire piece to arrive
at ah·'uri:den;tan~ing of the overall pointbeing made:
• IdenHiYihe subordinate points. NoticJ the srrtciller subpoints that
make up the main point, and make sure you understand how they
~late to the mampoint. 1£a particUlar subpoint doesn't clearly relate
to the main p oint you've identified, you may need to modify your
understanding of'the main point.
• Break the reading'into sec:tjons. Notice. which paragraphs make
up a piece's introduction, body, and conclusion. Break up the 'body
paragraphs into sections that a?dressth~ writer's various subpoints.
• Distingu'ishl!etween points, examples, and counterarguments. Critical
reading requires careful attention to what a writer is doing as well as
.wha~ he 6r she is saying. Wl)en a writer quotes someone else, or relays
an example of something, a;k yourself why, this is being done. What
point is the , exampl~ supporting? Is another source being quoted as
support for a po~t or as a counterargumeJ1t tha~ the writer-sets out to
address?
'
• Watch for transitions 'w ithin and between paragraphs. In order
to follow the logic of a piece of writing, as wellas to distinguish
. between poin~, examples, and counterarguments, pay attention to
the transitional words and phrases writers use. Transitions function
like road signs, preparing the reader for what's next.
• .Read actively and recursiv(lly. Don't treat reading as a passive, linear .
progression through a text. Instead, read as though you are engaged
a dialogue with the writer: Ask questi6ns of the text.as you read,
make notes in the margin, uriderline key ideas in pencil, put ques
tion or exciamationmarks next to passages that confuse or excite
you. Go back to earlier points once you finish a reading, stop dll-ring
your reading to rec,a p what's come so far, and move 1;><lck and forth .
through a text.
'.
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• HOW TO WRITE SUMMARIES
Every article you read will present its own challenge as you work to sum
marize it. As you'll discover, saying in a few words what has taken some
one else a great many can be difficult. But like any other skill, the ability
to summarize improves with practice. Here are a few pointers to get you
started. They represent possible stages, or steps, in the process of writing a
summary. These pointers are not meant to be ironclad rules; rather, they are
designed to encourage habits of thinking that will allow you to vary your
technique as the situation demands.

• Check your summary againstthe original passage and make what
ever adjustments are necessary for accuracy and completeness.
• . Revise your summary, inserting transitional words and phrases where
necessary to ensure coherence. Check for style. Avoid a series of short,
choppy senten~es.. Combine sentences for a smooth, logical flow of
ideas. Check for grammatical correctness, punctuation, and spelling.

• DEMONSTRATION: SUMMA,RY

• Read the passage carefully. Determine its structure. Identify the
author's purpose in writing. (this will help you distinguish between
more important and less important information.) Make a note in
the margin when you get confused or when you think something is
important; highlight or underline points sparingly, if at all.
• Reread. This time divide .the passage into sections or stages of
thought. The author's use .of paragraphing will often be a use-:
ful guide. Label, on the passage itseli,"each sectiqn or stage ·
of thought. Underline key ideas and terms. Write notes ,in the
margin.
• Write one-sentence summaries, Gna separate sheet of paper, of each
stage of thought.
.
• Write a thesis-a one-ortwo-sentence summary of the entire
passage. The thesis should express the central idea of the pilssage,
as you have determined it from the preceding steps. You may find it
useful to follow the approach of most newspaper stOliies-narning
the what,who~ why, where, when, and how of theinatter. For persuasive
passages, summarize in a sentence the author's conclusion. For
descriptive passages, indicate the subject of the description and its
key feature(s). Note: In some cases, a suitable thesis s.tatement may
already be in the original passage. If so; you may want to quote it
directly in your summary.
.
• Write the first draft of your summary by (1) combining the thesis
with your list of one-sentence summaries or (2) combining the thesis
wit,:h one-sentence summaries plus significant details from the passage.
In either case, eliminate repetition and less important information.
Disregard minor details or generalize them (e.g., Bill Clinton and
George W. Bush might be generali~d as "recent presidents"). Use
as few words as possible to convey the main ideas.
(continues)

To demonstratekhese points at work, let's go through the process of summariz
ing a passage of expository material-that is, writing that is meant to inform
and/or persuade. Read the following selection carefully. Try to identify its
parts and Understand how they work together to create an overall statement.
WILL YOUR JOB BE EXPORTED?

Alan S. Blinder
Alan S. Blinder is the Gordon S. Rentschler Memorial Professor of Economics at Princeton
University. He has served as vice chairman of the Federal Reserve Board and was a mem
ber of President Clinton's original Council of .E conomic Advisers.

The great conservative political philosopher Edmund Burke, who probably would
not have been a reader of The American Prospect, once observed, "You can never
plan th.e future by the past.'" But when it comes to preparing the American work
force for the jobs of the future, we may be dOing just that.
For about a quarter-century, demand for labor appears to have shifted toward
the college-educated and away from high school graduates and dropouts. This
shift, most economists believe, is the primary (though :not the sole) reason for rising
income inequality, and there is no end in sight. Economists refer to this phenomenon
by an antiseptic name: skill-biased technical progress. In plain English, it means that
the labQr market has turned ferociously against the low skilled and the uneducated.
In a progressive spciety, such a worrisome social phenomenon might elicit
some strong policy responses, such as more compensatory education, stepped-up
efforts at retraining, reinforcement (rather than shredding) of the social safety net,
and so on. You don't fight the market's valuation of skills; you try to mitigate its more
deleterious effects. We did a bit of this in the United States in the 1990s, by raising
the minimum wage and expanding the Earned Income Tax Credit. t Combined with

'Edmund Burke (1729-1797) was a conservative British statesman, philosopher, and author.
The American Prospect, in which "Will Your Job Be Exported?" first appeared in the November
2006 issue, describes itself as "an authoritative magazine of liberal ideas,"
tThe Earned Income Tax Credit, an anti· poverty measure enacted by Congress in 1975 and
revised in the 1980s and 19905, provides a credit against federal income taxes for any filer who
claims a dependent child .

